Rossmoor Lawn Bowling Club
How Lawn Bowling Is Played
The steps listed below assume that the bowlers are playing a Triples game. In a Triples game each team
has a skip (team leader), second and lead. The players roll three bowls each. Etiquette and
sportsmanship are observed at all times. Safety is of prime importance.
Steps in a lawn bowling game:
1. Flip of a coin (or bowl) determines which team has the option of rolling the jack and the first bowl
2. The team that is to roll the jack places the mat at the desired length from the ditch (at least two
meters) and rolls the jack
a. The lead and skip work together to center the mat on the Center Line
b. The lead rolls the jack to a length indicated by the skip and the lead and skip center it
3. The first lead rolls their first bowl
4. The opposing lead rolls their first bowl
5. The process continues until all of the leads’ bowls have been rolled
6. The seconds then roll their bowls in turn
7. When the leads and seconds have rolled all of their bowls, they move to the other end of the rink
and the skips move to the mat end of the rink
8. The skips roll their bowls
9. When the skips roll their last bowl, the seconds move into the head and determine the scoring. They
signal to their skips how many points are for and against; the skips record the score for that end
a. The winning second picks up the jack and hands it to their lead
b. Both seconds kick (move) the bowls to the center of the rink to make for easier raking
c. Lead from the losing team will rake bowls to the bowls pile next to the mat
10. Steps 2 through 9 repeat for the number of ends to the game
11. When the last end has been scored and the skips have been informed and record the final scores, all
the players congratulate each other for a successful game.
Many nuances to these steps can occur during the game. They are determined by the rules as stated in
the Laws of the Sport of Bowls. Some more common events are:
•

•

•

•
•
•

If the jack is not rolled at least 21 meters from the front of the mat or it is rolled out of bounds, it is
re-rolled by the other lead. If neither lead successfully rolls the jack, it is placed two meters from the
front ditch on the Center Line.
If a bowl when delivered (called “in its original course”) comes to rest outside of the rink (including
in the ditch), it is a dead bowl and is removed from the rink. If a bowl is knocked out of the rink
(including into the ditch) by another bowl, it is a dead bowl and is removed from the rink.
A bowl becomes a “toucher” if it hits a jack in its original course (when it is first rolled) and comes to
rest in the rink or front ditch within the rink boundaries. It is “chalked” and considered a “live” bowl
eligible for scoring. A toucher at rest on the green which is later knocked (or “wicked”) into the ditch
within the rink boundaries is a “live” bowl. In both instances, a circle is drawn around it and a
colored indicator is placed on the bank above the bowl.
A toucher becomes a dead bowl (and is removed from play) if it comes to rest outside the rink
boundaries whether on the green or in the ditch.
If a jack is knocked out of bounds (outside of the rink), it is placed at the two-meter mark from the
front ditch.
If the jack is knocked into the front ditch, it is live and remains where it landed. A circle is drawn
around it and a white indicator is placed on the bank above the jack.

